Tint Pack Mixing Instructions, DS750
Mixing Instructions:

1.

Remove lid of finish pail.

2.

Make small “hole” in
center of finish.

3.

Pour colorant from Tint
Pack into “hole” in center
of finish.

4.

Fold finish from the side
over colorant in center.

5.

Using a spray bottle, use a
small amount of water (no
more than 4 fluid ounces
total per Pack, per 5
gallons of finish) to rinse
out the colorant.

6.

If needed, add untinted
finish to the Tint Pack,
replace lid, shake
vigorously and empty
contents into center of
finish.

7.

Using a mixer designed for
use with EIFS finishes,
place blade into finish at
bottom of pail. Mix slowly
and carefully to ensure all
colorant remains in pail.

8.

Wipe any colorant that
may adhere to the blade
shaft down and mix until
finish color is uniform.

9.

Repeat as necessary for
all pails.

10. If you are tinting more
than one pail, box the
pails together.

Blending and Color Approval
Use correct tint base for colorant selected. The base (Mid, Pastel or Accent) is
listed on the label of the colorant Tint Pack.
Shake Pack vigorously to homogenize the colorant and to blend the colorant with
the base.
Boxing material (blending different pails in the field) will also help to ensure
color consistency.
On a piece of cardboard, apply a small amount of finish from each pail to make
sure color stays consistent and matches approved sample from owner.
If you add water to the finish for workability, use the same amount in each pail.
(Follow all instructions and limitations as described in the applicable Dryvit
product literature).
If you have doubts regarding the color, spread a small amount on the wall, let
dry and call a Dryvit representative for assistance.
If you ordered finish tinted at Dryvit’s factory, it is best to complete the job
with Dryvit factory tinted finish. If you ordered finish tinted by your local Dryvit
distributor, it is best to complete the job with distributor tinted finish. This
includes Tint Packs. If the above is not possible and the finish was supplied from
two different sources, box material together and use the finish on a natural
break in the wall or on a different elevation.
If you have any questions, please call your local Dryvit distributor or Dryvit
manufacturing facility.
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